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Is your building still competitive? 
Do your elevators and escalators still provide 
top performance?

Does your building now appear less attractive to your 

tenants since the opening of new buildings locally?

Elevators and escalators installed in the 1980s or 1990s no 

longer provide top performance. There may be crowds of 

people in the lobby waiting for an elevator. Rising repair 

and energy costs could be cutting into profi t margins. 

Noise and vibration might be giving tenants the 

impression that the equipment is unreliable, even unsafe. 

You might need to consider an investment that will 

improve service, lower costs, and make your building 

more attractive for tenants.

Invest in a whole new level of performance.

Investing in a KONE modernization can help you realize a 

whole new level of performance and provide a higher 

standard of service, while reducing future operating costs. 

KONE solutions improve traffi c capacity and ride comfort, 

while signifi cantly reducing electricity consumption. 

Improved traffi c handling creates a modern feeling of 

effi ciency in the lobby.

 

Disruption to normal building operations is obviously a 

big concern for any building management team considering 

the modernization of elevators and escalators. KONE not 

only has modernization technology designed for seamless 

interface to existing elevator systems for an effi cient 

installation, but also places a huge emphasis on project 

management. Professional project management ensures 

that the project is planned properly, so that commitments 

are respected and the impact on building occupants is 

minimized as much as possible. KONE has extensive 

experience with major project references across the world.

What can KONE modernization do for you? 

KONE has solutions to modernize as necessary: 

■ Superior energy effi ciency – electricity consumption can be reduced by up to 60%  
 compared with older technology

■ The best people fl ow experience for passengers

■ Minimum disturbance and maximum availability during modernization

■ Higher traffi c capacity, shorter waiting times, smoother ride

■ New visual image for the elevators and escalators 

■ Hoisting machines

■ Control systems

■ Door systems

■ Visual outlook

■ Passenger interfaces

■ Destination-based dispatching

■ Partial or full escalator modernization
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› New buildings have 

gone up around yours. 

Tenants have become 

more demanding. Is your 

building still competitive?
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Want reassurance with
your project?
Your project is in good hands. 

Decision-making services

■  KONE QuickEnergy – to calculate and compare 

     the amount of electricity consumed by different 

     elevator solutions

■  KONE QuickTraffi c – to compare traffi c capacity   

 between destination control systems (DCS) and   

 conventional control systems

Analysis and planning services

■  KONE Care for Life assessment – to analyze the 

     performance, safety, eco-effi ciency, aesthetics and 

     accessibility of your elevators and escalators and 

     compare solutions

■  KONE Building Traffi c Simulator – a powerful tool 

     for before-and-after analysis to simulate energy 

     consumption, passenger service times and 

     elevator performance in customer-defi ned 

     building surroundings

Whether you want to attract new tenants by improving 

people fl ow, or you want to reduce costs by cutting 

energy consumption, KONE can provide industry 

leading solutions. KONE can help you analyze different 

solutions based on your requirements in order to help 

you choose the best one for your project, while 

delivering the solution on time and within budget.

KONE Care for Life™ is a full report, covering 

the main characteristics of your equipment and 

identifying areas needing improvement. Based on this 

assessment, together we can agree on an action plan 

to raise your installation to the required standard. 

STEP 1:

Evaluate your goals and requirements

The fi rst step is an evaluation of your 

business targets and opportunities for 

improved competitiveness. 

STEP 2:

Thorough analysis and planning

Analysis of the existing systems is needed to 

understand how effi ciently your current 

people fl ow solution is working. 
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KONE supports your project from initial planning to fi nal completion, with a methodical step-by-step process 

ensuring all parties understand the scope of the modernization project and its objectives. This begins with a 

detailed analysis of the existing equipment, to establish any concerns which may require attention. Various 

solutions are assessed to ensure the necessary improvements will be realized, so that the fi nal modernization 

scheme is custom-designed for you and provides the right benefi ts for your building. KONE can draw on a 

worldwide pool of project management capabilities when ensuring each project has the right team. Strong local 

capabilities are essential but can be supported by a global network of professionals.

During installation, KONE technicians protect the fl oors 

and walls. We suggest safe routes for passengers and 

keep tenants informed about how work is progressing. 

KONE handles the safe disposal or recycling of the old 

equipment after the modernization project is complete. 

To ensure reliable operation during modernization, 

KONE maintenance training programs focus on 

equipment from all manufacturers. After completion 

of the project, KONE can provide KONE Care 

maintenance packages that can be tailored to the 

requirements of your particular building.

Implementation services

■  KONE Modernization Overlay – a temporary   

 modernization time group control which combines  

 old and new systems with maximized handling   

 capacity during modernization  

■  KONE project planning and control procedures 

     – a global tool to plan and control the project and 

     ensure that delivery and installation progress as 

     planned

 Maintenance services

■  KONE Modular Based Maintenance Methods (MBM) – 

     a preventive maintenance method that ensures 

     the appropriate level of service and fi xes problems 

     before they lead to downtime 

■  KONE Customer Care Center™ – a 24/7 helpdesk 

     for reporting technical failures and requesting 

     assistance. Two-way voice communication 

         with elevator passengers via KONE Remote

     Monitoring Service™. 

STEP 3:

Professional project implementation

KONE Project Managers plan the details 

with you to ensure smooth and hassle-free 

modernization. 

STEP 4:

Preventive maintenance

Maintenance capabilities during modernization 

are of great importance so old and new 

elevators and escalators can run reliably. 
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Long waiting times in the lobby?
Invest in a new level of people fl ow. 

Crowds of people in the lobby waiting for an elevator 

do not make a good impression on customers or 

potential tenants. KONE has introduced several 

solutions to improve people fl ow, and to provide a 

higher standard of passenger comfort. 

KONE Polaris™ destination control system (DCS)

Modern control systems, with state-of-the-art genetic 

algorithm-based allocation, can make a big improvement 

in traffi c handling capacity. Capacity can be increased 

even more if KONE Polaris is used. In many cases, the 

traffi c handling capacity can be improved to a level 

comparable to the standard in a modern Class A building.

You will notice two big differences when you enter a lobby 

equipped with the KONE Polaris. First, you choose your 

destination using a control panel already in the lobby area. 

Second, the lobby is less crowded during the rush hours.  

Smoother traffi c and a smoother ride

Effi cient traffi c handling is the result of many factors:  

■  Powerful, high-effi ciency KONE EcoDisc® permanent  

 magnet motors provide a smooth, effi cient ride.

■  Doors are important in improving traffi c capacity   

 and ride comfort. KONE door systems provide fast  

 and smooth door operation.

■  Effi cient installation procedures ensure traffi c   

 performance and ride comfort during the project.
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CASE: DASHWOOD HOUSE, LONDON, UK

Improving traffi c 
handling capacity and 
ride comfort
In 2006 a decision was made to add three fl oors to Dashwood 
House in London. As part of the renovation, KONE installed 
5 elevators equipped with the KONE destination control 
system (DCS). The building height increased by 39 feet (12 
meters), but passenger waiting times decreased by 10% due 
to KONE Polaris.

  

“ Our main objective was to maintain or increase traf! c handling 

capacity, even after the increase in building height. A further 

bene! t was the improvement in ride quality. The lifts are very 

smooth and almost completely silent. This creates a feeling of 

luxury that is very important for residents on the top three " oors.”

Gary Chatterton 

Project Manager

KONE UK

FAST FACTS

Segment: Offi ce and residential

Completion year: 2008

KONE solution: 5 KONE elevators, KONE Polaris
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KONE is an eco-effi ciency pioneer, having introduced 

many innovative solutions for reducing energy 

consumption over the years. The potential for the 

reduction of energy consumption is dependent on the 

existing technology and the degree of modernization 

being employed, but savings of over 50% are not 

uncommon.

The biggest improvements in energy effi ciency can be 

achieved by modernizing with the revolutionary KONE 

EcoDisc high-effi ciency permanent magnet gearless 

motor. The KONE EcoDisc was introduced in 1996 and 

has made energy-hungry hydraulic units, geared traction 

hoisting units and even asynchronous AC and DC gearless 

hoisting machines increasingly obsolete. KONE can also 

utilize drive technology which recovers the regenerated 

braking energy from the elevators and returns it to the 

building electrical supply, further lowering elevator 

energy consumption. Modernizing with KONE EcoDisc 

can reduce the energy consumption of an elevator by as 

much as two-thirds.

For example, the Taipei 101 – once the world’s tallest 

building – has KONE permanent magnet motors running 

its high-speed Double Deck Elevators

KONE ReSolve™ with Unity Drive

KONE also has an offering for buildings when optimum 

energy savings is not the primary goal, even if it is an 

important one. These solutions are ideal for projects 

where it is not possible to replace the machine due to size 

or weight considerations.

KONE ReSolve with Unity Drive is a complete elevator 

drive and electrifi cation solution for high-rise, high-

performance modernization when the existing DC motor 

can be repaired and re-used.  

Many tenants and their customers have become 

concerned about sustainable development. KONE 

eco-effi cient modernization solutions, services and 

operations are designed to minimize energy usage and 

CO
2
 emissions. KONE handles the safe disposal or 

recycling of the old equipment after the modernization 

project is complete. New KONE products are more than 

90% recyclable.  

Energy performance key facts

■  KONE hoisting and electrifi cation solutions can 

     reduce energy consumption by up to 60% 

     compared with Ward Leonard motor generator 

     systems 

■  KONE regenerative systems recover braking 

     energy and produce clean electricity 

■  KONE solutions minimize standby energy 

     consumption by elevators and escalators

■  KONE escalators reduce energy consumption   

 with energy-effi cient operation, LED lighting,   

 and reduced consumption during idle time  

Want to save energy?
Invest in a new level of energy effi ciency. 

‹ Energy costs can 

be reduced by up 

to 60% by replacing 

the hoisting 

machine with the 

KONE EcoDisc 

permanent magnet 

gearless motor.

How can KONE help 
with Green Building 
Performance?
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FAST FACTS

Segment: Offi ce

Completion year: 2008

KONE solution: 13 elevators fully modernized

9 with KONE ReSolve with Unity Drive, 

4 with KONE ReVolution with KONE EcoDisc 

CASE: WESTPAC HOUSE, ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA 

Cutting energy costs 
by 60%
Thirteen elevators were fully modernized in this 31-story 

building in Adelaide, four using KONE ReVolution™ with 
KONE EcoDisc hoisting machines and nine using the KONE 
ReSolve with Unity Drive. The new KONE solutions provide 
maximum energy effi ciency and power factor, resulting in 
lower electricity costs. During modernization, tenants were 
kept informed about developments in order to minimize 
disruptions for passengers.

“ The customer’s main driver was to remain premium real estate 

within the Adelaide market. We worked together to ensure that 

the building would receive the best solution while still meeting 

budget constraints.”

Sean Cadogan 

KONE Business Development Manager for Modernization
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Maximum availability during 
modernization?
Invest in a new level of project management. 

During modernization, KONE attempts to do 

everything possible to minimize disturbance to the 

building and passengers. Thorough preparation and 

planning for the project are of u ost importance. 

KONE Project Managers agree on the details and 

ensure that everything will be done to meet the 

agreed requirements.

Smooth people fl ow during elevator modernization 

You might expect traffi c capacity to decrease when 

some of the elevators are out of service for modernization. 

With the KONE Modernization Overlay, we can maximize 

the traffi c handling capacity during the project. The 

system allocates landing calls between the old and new 

elevators, giving priority to the new, more effi cient ones. 

With the KONE Modernization Overlay, you can minimize 

the decrease in capacity during modernization and even 

increase people fl ow capacity during the project. 

‹ KONE modernized the 

escalators at the Trump Plaza 

using the KONE EcoMod 

solution. KONE replaced one 

escalator at a time in order to 

minimize disturbance to 

passengers. Using the KONE 

EcoMod, the existing truss was 

retained, minimizing structural 

changes and refi nishing work. 

This also saved time – KONE 

fi nished the project a week 

ahead of schedule.

Open for business during escalator modernization

KONE EcoMod™ is a modernization solution that 

provides new escalator technology without the expense 

and disruption of removing the old truss. It can be used 

to modernize both KONE escalators and equipment 

from most other manufacturers. With KONE EcoMod™ 

there is rarely a need to demolish fl oors and building 

façades. Costly structural modifi cations can be 

eliminated, and existing building décor, such as fl oors, 

walls and ceilings, can be preserved. 

Trump Plaza, Atlantic City, USA

Segment: Hotel and Casino

Completion year: 2005

KONE solution: 2 KONE EcoMod 

escalators
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Trump Tower, Chicago

Completed: 2009

Floors: 97

KONE solution: 27 KONE elevators, 

including KONE Alta™ up to 8 m/s.

Al Fattan, Dubai

Completed: 2005

Floors: 55

KONE solution: 20 KONE elevators, 

2 KONE escalators, including 

12 scenic elevators 

International Finance Center, 

Shanghai

Completed: 2010

Floors: 63

KONE solution: 99 elevators, 

south tower to have four double 

deck elevators for passenger and 

service use

Shard London Bridge, London 

Completed: 2012

Floors: 66

KONE solution: 36 KONE elevators, 

10 KONE escalators, including 14 

Double Deck elevators and 

destination control system

Galileo Tower, Frankfurt 

Completed: 2004

Floors: 36

KONE solution: 15 KONE elevators 

with KONE EcoDisc and KONE Polaris 

destination control system

Taipei 101, Taipei

Completed: 2004

Floors: 101

KONE solution: KONE EcoDisc 

machines in double deck and 

high-rise goods elevators.

KONE high-rise global capabilities
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U.S. Operations Center

One KONE Court

Moline, Illinois 61265

1-800-956-KONE (5663)

Canadian Operations Center

80 Horner Avenue

Toronto, Ontario M8Z 4X8

1-416-252-6151

KONE Mexico, S.A. de C.V.

Clavel 227

Colonia Atlampa

Mexico City, D.F. 06450

+52.55.1946.0100

For the latest product information 

and interactive design tools, visit

www.us.kone.com

Alabama

Birmingham 205-833-1491

Mobile 251-661-7522

Arizona

Phoenix 602-269-7877

Arkansas

Little Rock 501-758-1889

California

Los Angeles 562-921-1555

Sacramento 916-372-1458

San Diego 858-679-2400

San Francisco 510-351-5141

Santa Barbara 805-349-1013

Colorado

Denver 303-792-3423

Connecticut

Hartford 860-257-9277

Delaware 856-251-1555

District of Columbia

Washington, DC 301-459-8660

Florida

Jacksonville 904-292-0225

Miami 954-437-4300

Naples 239-598-9310

Orlando 407-812-8033

Tampa 813-635-0330

Georgia

Atlanta 770-427-3373

Hawaii

Honolulu 808-845-3291

Idaho 801-977-1144

Illinois

Chicago 630-629-3100

Peoria 309-697-9011

Quad Cities 309-797-3232

Rockford 815-874-1502

Indiana

Fort Wayne 260-484-9586

Indianapolis 317-788-0061

Iowa

Des Moines 515-243-0109

Quad Cities 309-797-3232

Kansas

Wichita 316-942-1201

Kentucky

Louisville 502-491-0565

Louisiana

Baton Rouge 225-291-5270

New Orleans 504-736-0776

Maine 781-828-6355

Maryland

Baltimore 410-766-2100

Massachusetts

Boston 781-828-6355

Michigan

Detroit 734-513-6944

Grand Rapids 616-534-3300

Minnesota

Minneapolis 651-452-8062

Mississippi

Jackson 601-939-7597

Missouri

Kansas City 816-531-2140

St. Louis 314-521-8800

Springfield 417-862-1174

Montana

Missoula 406-543-6382

Nebraska

Omaha 402-592-7381

Nevada

Las Vegas 702-269-0919

New Hampshire 781-828-6355

New Jersey

High Bridge 908-638-6881

New Mexico

Albuquerque 505-888-0626

New York

Albany 518-464-0002

New York City 718-361-7200

North Carolina

Charlotte 704-597-0430

North Dakota 651-452-8062

Ohio

Cincinnati 513-755-6195

Cleveland 440-546-1100

Columbus 614-866-1751

Oklahoma

Oklahoma City 405-682-5651

Tulsa 918-258-0582

Oregon

Portland 503-652-1011

Pennsylvania

Harrisburg 717-653-7177

Philadelphia 856-251-1555

Pittsburgh 412-279-1561

Rhode Island 781-828-6355

South Carolina 704-597-0430

South Dakota

Sioux Falls 605-336-1578

Tennessee

Knoxville 865-938-3444

Memphis 901-758-8320

Nashville 615-360-7013

Texas

Austin 512-443-0967

Dallas 469-549-0581

Houston 281-442-6619

San Antonio 210-491-0485

Utah

Salt Lake City 801-977-1144

Vermont 781-828-6355

Virginia

Richmond 804-328-1032

Washington

Seattle 425-861-9696

West Virginia

Charleston 614-866-1751

Morgantown 412-279-1561

Wisconsin

Milwaukee 262-373-0460

Wyoming 303-792-3423

U.S. Offices
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Alberta

Calgary 403-275-5650

Edmonton 780-452-9227

British Columbia

Vancouver 604-777-5663

Victoria 250-384-0613

Kelowna 250-491-1838

Manitoba

Winnipeg 204-895-2942

Nova Scotia

Halifax 902-450-1102

Ontario

Hamilton 905-648-3188

Kingston 613-531-6262

Ottawa 613-225-8222

Toronto 905-948-2230

Quebec

Montreal 514-284-2025

Quebec City 418-877-1494

Sherbrooke 819-821-2182
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